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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the second-order nonlinear differential equation of the form 
[r(t)~(x(t))~ (x'(t))]' + c(t)~(x(t)) = O, t >_ to, (1) 
where r(t),c(t) E C([t0, cc),R), ~5 e C(R,R), and T(s) is a real-valued function defined by 
~(s) - -  I s lP -2s  with p > 1 a fixed real number. 
In what follows, we shall assume the following conditions b id .  
(a) r(t) > o; 
(b) 0 < @(x) < 7, for all x where 7 is a real number. 
By a solution of equation (1), we mean a function x e CI([T=, c~),]R) for some T= > to which 
has the property that r(t)g?(x(t))~(x'(t)) e Cl([T=, oo), I~) and satisfies equation (1) on [T=, co). 
A solution of equation (1) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large zeros, otherwise, it is 
called nonoscillatory. Finally, equation (1) is called oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory. 
The oscillation problem for (1) and its various particular cases uch as the half-linear differential 
equation 
[r(t)~ (z'(t))]' + c(t)v(x(t))  = 0 
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has been studied extensively in recent years, e.g., see [1-18] and the references cited therein. Note 
that in 2002, Ayanlar and Tiryaki [1] established oscillation criteria for equation (1) and one of 
the main results is as follows. 
THEOREM A. Let Do = {(t,s) : t > s k to} and D = {(t,s) : t _> s k to}. Assume that 
H • C(D, R) satisfies the following two conditions. 
(i) H(t , t )  = O, for t >_ to, H(t ,s)  > O, for t > s >_ to. 
(ii) H has a continuous and nonpositive partial derivative on D with respect to the second 
variable. 
Suppose that h : Do --~ ]~ is a continuous function with 
OH(t,s) 
as - h(t, s)[H(t, s)ll/q, for all (t, s) • Do, 
where (l/p) + (l/q) -- 1. I f  there exists a function p(t) 6 Cl([t0, oo), (0, oo)) such that p'(t) >_ O, 
for all t > to and 
lim sup{X(t, to) - 7Y(t, to)} = 0% 
t --~00 
where 
_ t f X(t ,  to) H(t,  to) J,o H(t, s)p(s)c(s) ds, 
Y(t ,  to) - 1 t H(t,tO) /o p(s)r(s) [~ (h(t,s) -~- [H(t, 8)] 1/ppI(S)-~ ] ]pUs, 
then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
Motivated by the idea of Wang [2], in the present paper, we do not require the condition 
"p'(t) >_ 0" in [1] and shall establish, by employing the generalized Riccati technique and the 
integral averaging technique, several new criteria for oscillation of equation (1). We also discuss 
the asymptotic behavior for forced equations. Our results extend, improve, and unify Theorem A
and a number of other existing results and handle the cases which are not covered by known 
criteria. Finally, several interesting examples are also included to show the versatility of our 
results. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In order to prove our theorems, we use the following well-known inequality which is due to 
Hardy, Littlewood and P61ya [19]. 
LEMMA I. If X and Y are nonnegative, then 
X ~ - AXY  ~-1 + (A - 1)Y ~ > O, A > 1, 
where the equality holds if and only if X = Y. 
THEOREM 1. In equation (1), suppose that Conditions (a) and (b) hold. Let Do = {(t, s) : t > 
s >_ to} and D = {(t, s) : t > s > to}. Moreover, suppose that there exist functions H E C(D,~), 
h e C(Do, ]~), and p(t) 6 Cl([t0, oo), (0, co)) that satisfy the following three conditions. 
(i) H(t, t) = 0 for t >_ to, H(t,  s) > 0 for (t, s) 6 Do. 
(ii) H has a continuous and nonpositive partial derivative on Do with respect to the second 
variable. 
(iii) 
OH t,  s) - H(t, ~ p'(s) = h(t, s), (t, s) C Do. 
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If 
limsup 1 / i  [ "yP(s)r(s)lh(t's---)lP]ds--oo, (2) 
t-~o~ H(t, to) H(t ,s)p(s)c(s) -  ppH(p_l)(t,s ) j 
then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (1). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that x(t) # 0 on [To, ~)  for some sufficiently large To >__ to. Now, we define 
w(t) = p(t)r(t)~(x(t))¢: (x'(t)) for t > To. (3) 
~(x( t ) )  ' - 
Then, in view of (a),(b), and making use of equation (1), we obtain that for t _> To, 
p'(t) . .  
w' (t) = -p(t)c(t) + -~w(t  ) - (p - 1)[~(x(t))p(t)r(t)] 1-q ]w(t)l q 
(4) 
p'(t) ,., <__ -p(t)c(t) + -~wk~ ) -- (p - 1)[Tp(t)r(t)] 1-q [w(t)] q, 
where 1/p + 1/q = 1. We multiply (4), with t replaced by s, by H(t, s) and integrate from 
T(>__ To) to t(> T), which in view of (i)-(iii) leads to 
TH(t ,  s)o(s)c(s) ds 
t t i S 
- .::(p - 1)H(t, s )bp(~)~(s ) ]~-~l~(s ) l  q ds 
/; = -g( t , s )~(s )  I~" - (p -  1 )H( t ,  ~)[Tp(s)r(s)l~-ql~o(s)lq ds (5) 
t OH . p'(s)l 
- fT [-W (t's)- H(t , s ) -~ Jw(s )ds  
J: :j = H(t, T)w(T) - (p - 1)H(t, s)[~/p(s)r(s)]l-qlw(t)lq ds - h(t, s)w(s) ds 
<_ H(t, T)w(T) - (p - 1)H(t, s)[Tp(s)r(s)]i-qlw(t)lq ds + [h(t, s)w(s)l ds. 
Fix t > T, and set 
= [(p - 1)H(t, s)[Tp(s)r(s)]i-q] ilq ]w(s)[, )~ = q > 1, X 
and 
= ql-p [(p_ 1)H(t, s)[Tp(s)r(s)] l-q] O-p)/q lh(t, s)l p-1. Y 
Then, by Lemma 1, we obtain 
Ih(t, s)w(s)l - (p - 1)H(t, s)[Tp(s)r(s)]l-qlw(s)lq < 7P(s)r(s)lh(t' s)lp 
- pPH(P-1)(t, s) 
So, from (5), for t > T, we obtain 
I T  / i  7P(s)r(s)'h(t' s)'p ds. H(t,s)p(s)c(s)ds <_ H(t,T)w(T) + ppH(p_l)(t,s )
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From Assumption (ii), it is easy to see 
fT t [H(t,s)p(s)c(s)_ Tp(s)r(s)[h(t,s)[P] pPH(p_l)(t,s ) ds <_ H(t,T)[w(T)[ <_ H(t, to)[w(T)]. 
We use the above inequality for T = To  to obtain 
/o (t, s) j 
pPH@_l)(t,s) j ds 
pPH(p_l)(t,s ) j ds 
£ <_ H(t, to) p(s)lc(s)l ds + H(t, to) I~ (To)J • 
Therefore, 
(6) 
1 H(t, s)p(s)c(s) - ~/P(s)r(s)lh(t's--- )Ip] 
limsup H(t, to) pPH(P -1) (t, s) J ds 
£ < p(s)lc(s)l ds + I~ (T0)l < c~. 
We obtain a contradiction to condition (2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Letting H(t, s) = (t - s) k for (t, s) 6 D, where k > 1 is a constant, we have 
h(t,s) = (t - s)k-l [k - (t - s )~ 1. 
Then, from Theorem 1, we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. In equation (1), let Conditions (a) and (b) hold. If there exist p 6 Cl([t0, 
c~), (0, c¢)) and constant k > 1 such that 
~m2up (t - s)kp(s)c(s)  - p(s)r(s) ( t  - s )k-p (t - ~) -7 (~ as = ~,  
then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
THEOREM 2. Let functions H, h, and p satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. Moreover, 
suppose that 
i "  
0 < inf ~liminf 
H(t,s) 
~>_to I, t--,oo g(t, to) J - oc (7) 
and 
limsup 1 f ;  p(s)r(s)lh(t, s)rP d~ < (8) OO.  
t-~oo H(t, to) Jto H(P-1)(t, s) 
I f  there exists a function A 6 C([t0, c¢), R) such that 
~ (A+(s)) p/(p-1) 
(p(s), .(s)) l /(p-1) 
ds = 0¢, (9) 
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and for every T > to, 
H(t,T)I £ [ 7p(s)r(s)[h(t,s)[P]pPH(p_l)(t, s) J limsup H(t,s)p(s)c(s) - ds >_ A(T), (10) 
where A+(s) = max{A(s), 0}, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x(t) of equation (1) 
such that x(t) ~ 0 on [To, c~) for some sufficiently large To > to. Define w(t) as in (3). As in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we obtain (5) and (6). It follows that 
1£ [ 7p(s)r(s),h(t,s)]Pl ds<w(T) '
lira sup H(t, T) H(t, s)p(s)c(s) -,-.~ pPH(P-1)(t,s) ] - 
for all T k To. Thus, by (10), we have 
A(T) <_ w(T), 
and 
Let 
and 
for all T > To (11) 
lim sup 1 ]To t--.oo H(t, To) H(t,s)p(s)c(s)ds > A(To). 
F(t) = H(t, To) Ih(t' s)w(s)lds 
G(t) = p -  1 H(t,s) b4e)tP/(P-~) 
H(t, To) (p(s)r(e))l/(p_l) de, 
for t > To. Then, by (5) and (12), we get that 
lim i n f [G( t )  - F ( t ) ]  < w (To)  - lim sup - -  
t - -+~ t---+OO 
Now, we claim that 
Suppose to the contrary that 
1£ 
H (t, To) H(t, s)p(e)c(s) ds 
< w(To) - A(To) < oo. 
L7 >'(e)Y/('-l) (p(e)~(~))~/(,-~) ds<~.  
/rl ~ t~(s)Y/(p-l) 
(p(e)~(s))l/(p-1) & = ~'  
By (7), there is a positive constant ~ satisfying 
inf  liminf s>_~oL ,-~o~ ~ J  >7>0.  
On the other hand, by (15), for any positive number/z, there exists a T1 > To such that 
L [02(s)IP/(P--1) ~ for all t ___ T1, 
(p(s)r(s))l/(p_l) de > (p _ 1)rl , 
(1:.,) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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so for all t ~ T1, 
G(t) = i_~i~o) H(t, s) d Iw(u)tP/(P-1) (p(~)~(~))l/(~-~) ~ 
(p -- 1) t s 
> (p - l )  t OH s du] 
ds 
- (p(~)~(~))~/~ J 
tt (p - l )  /~  [ OH ] #H(t ,  T1) 
> (p - 1)~ ~F,~o)  -T~ (t' ~) ~ - ~l H(t, To) 
From (16), we have 
lim inf H (t, T1) - -  >~? > 0, 
~ - ~  H (t, t0) 
so there exists T2 > T1 such that H(t, T1)/H(t, to) > ~, for all t > T2. 
G(t) > #, for all t _> ]"2, and since # is arbitrary constant, we conclude that 
lim G(t) = co. 
t - -~Oo 
Next, consider a sequence {t~}n°°__ 1 in (To, co) with lim,~--.oo tn = co and such that 
lim [G (t~) - F (t~)] = liminf[G(t) - F(t)]. 
n- -*OO t -"*OO 
In view of (13), there exists a constant M such that 
G(t,~) - F(tn) <_ M, for all sufficiently large n. 
It follows from (18) that 
This and (19) give 
lim G(t~) ---- co. 
lim F(t,~) = co. 
n- -*OO 
Then, by (19) and (20), 
F(tn) M 1 
a(t~) 1 > -a(t~--~ > -P  
Thus, 
This and (21) imply that 
F(tn) 1 
a(tn----3 > ~' 
for all n large enough. 
for all n large enough. 
FP(t,~ ) 
im n--.oo G(p-X)(tn) = co. 
On the other hand, bythe Hhlder inequality, we have 
F(tn) = H(tn,ro) Ih(t,~,s)~o(s)l ds 
{ -1/C 
< H(t,~,To) H(tn, s) P(s)IP/(P-1) 
- (p(~)r(~))w(p-~) 
~(p-1)/p 
{ 1 fri" P(s)r(s)lh(tn's)lPds} '/p 
x (p -  1)(p-1)H(tn,To) (H(tn, s))(P -1) 
a('-l)/'(t~) { l fi~ o(s)~(s)lh(t~,s),'ds}W" 
<-(p - l ) (  p-1)/p ~ (H(tn,s)) (p-l) ' 
(17) 
Therefore, by (17), 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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and therefore, 
F;(t~) 
O(p-~)(t~) 
1 f "  p(s)r(s)[h(t~, s)l p 
<- (P -  1)(p-i)H(t,~,To) Jl'o (H(tn,s))(p_i) ds 
I f'~ p(s)r(s)lh(t~, s)i p 
<- (P -  1)(p-i)~lH(tmto) ./to (H(tn, S))(Y-i) ds, 
for all large n. It follows from (22) that 
1 F ° p(s>(s)Ih(t~, s)t ~ 
li~moo H(t~,to) Jto (H(tn,s))(p_i) ds = oo, 
that is, 
(23) 
I f" p(s>(s)Ih(t, s)l ~ 
limsuPt__.oo H(t, to) Jto H(p_l)(t,s ) ds = 0% 
which contradicts (8). Hence, (14) holds. Then, it follows from (11) that 
o0 (A+(s))p/(v-i) ds < l~'(s)U('-i) ds < c~, 
(p(s>(s) ) l / (p -1)  - ( ; (s ) r (s) ) l / (p-1)  
which contradicts (9). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. | 
THEOREM 3. Let functions H, h, and p satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. Moreover, 
suppose that (7) holds and 
lim inf 1 ~ i  t-oo H(t, to) H(t, s)p(s)c(s) ds < co. (24) 
If there exists a function A E C([t0, oo), R) such that (9) holds and for every T >_ to, 
liming 1 /T [  ~-~ H(t, T) g(t ,  s>(s)e(s) - ~P(s ) r (s ) Ih±s)7]  
- -  pPH(p_i)(t,s ) j ds > A(T), (25) 
where A+(s) = max{A(s), 0}, then equation (1) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a solution x(t) of equation (1) 
such that x(t) • 0 on [To, e~) for some sufficiently large To >_ to. Define w(t) as in (3). As in the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we can obtain (5), (6), and (11). From (24), it follows that 
limsup[G(t) - F(t)] < v(To) - liming 1 /To t--.~ - t--.~o H(t, To) H(t, s)p(s)c(s) ds < 0% (26) 
where F(t) and G(t) are defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. By (25), we have 
A(to) < liming 1 . f l  
- , -~  H(t, to) -.o H(t, s)p(,)e(~) d~ 
- liming I [ "  7p(s)r(s)]h(t, s)lV ds. 
t~  H(t,to) Jto PPH(p-i)(t, s) 
This and (24) imply that 
liming 1 f "  p(s)r(s) h( ~ s) lP ds 
t--,oo H(t, to) ./to H(p-i)(t, s) ""q 
< 00. 
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Considering a sequence { ~}n=l in (To, ~)  with limn--.~ tn co and such that 
1 r'~,,~ p(~)r(s) I h (An, S)r 
limoo H(t, ,to) -~ (H(t~,s))(P -1) ds 
liminf 1 f p(s)r(s) h, t , p ,  
t-.oo H(t, to) Jto H~s~l  t ,s)l as < oo. 
(27) 
Now, suppose that (15) holds. With the same argument as in Theorem 2, we conclude that 
(18) is satisfied. By (26), there exists a constant M such that (19) is fulfilled. Then, following 
the procedure of the proof of Theorem 2, we see that (23) holds, which contradicts (27). This 
contradiction proves that (15) fails. The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, 
so we omit the details. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. | 
Similarly, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let functions H, h, and p satisfy Conditions (i)-(iii) in Theorem 1. Moreover, 
suppose that (7) holds and 
liminf 1 f p(s)r(s)lh(t, s)lp ds < co.  
t-.o~ H(t, to) Jto H(P-z)(t, s) 
If there exists a function A E C([t0, co), R) such that (9) and (25) hold, then equation (1) is 
oscillatory. 
REMARK. In [1], the authors used the following inequality to get (7) in [1]: 
oH(t, s)w(s) + P~(~, H(t, s)w(s) 
PtS) 
p'(s) 
= -h(t ,  s)[H(t, s)]l/qw(s) + -~H( t ,  
<_ h(t, s)[H(t, s)]l/qlw(s)l + H(t, s)lw(s)l. 
Comparing this with inequality (5), our method presented in this paper seems more reasonable. 
The important point to note here is that when pr(t) < 0, Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 4 reduce to 
Theorems 2, 4, 5, and 6 of [1], respectively. 
When ~(x) -= 1 for all x E JR, Theorems 1-3 reduce to Theorems 1-3 of [2]. Our results also 
extend and improve Theorems 1-6 of [12], the oscillation criteria of [8-10] and a number of other 
existing results. 
From Theorems 1-4, we can present different explicit sufficient conditions for the oscillation of 
equation (1) by appropriate choices of H(t, s) and p(s). For instance, if we choose H(t, s) = (t - 
s) k, H(t, s) = [a(t)-R(s)] k, or H(t, s) = [log(Q(t)/Q(s))] k, or H(t, s) = []~ o---~Jdz ]k, fort > s > to; 
p(s) may choose 1, s, etc., where k > 1 is a constant, R(t) =ftto a8 ott~ = I "°° ds ~(s),~ J Jt r( ) < oo, for 
t > to,t~ E C([t0, co), (0, co)) satisfying fro ~ dz _ ~ -= co, then from Theorems 1-4, we can derive 
some explicit oscillation criteria. 
Let us consider the following examples to better understand our criteria. We note that the 
conclusions do not appear to follow from the known oscillation criteria in the literature [1 -18] .  
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the differential equation of the form 
Second-Order Differential Equations 
for t >_ to >__ 1, where p > 1, fl > 1, and a are constants uch that a < p - 2. 
p(t) = t 2 and H(t , s )  = ( t -  s) 2 for t > s > to. Since 
it follows that 
p(s)c(s) ds = s 2 [flsZ-3(2 - cos s) + s z-2 sin s] ds 
0 
.£ [n t -~(2  - cos s) + s ' s in  s] d .  
= d(2  - cos t) - t0~(2 - cos to) 
= t/~(2-  cos t) - ko >_ t ~ - ko, 
lim sup I t 
= litmsup ~/ to  - s) s 
.limsup l^ ii{2(t--s)(sfl-ko)- (2p+1~ ,--+oo t ,  \-71 (t - s ) ' - '12s  - t l '}  d,  
>_limsuplI:{2(t-s)(s'-ko)-(2"+'~ ,-.oo t" \ - - -~- i  tP(t - s) 2-p} ds 
>limsup{ 2t' k, k,,2 k2t ( ~)3-p} 
_ , ~  (~+i)(~+2)+V+V+ko-~_p 1-  =oo,  
where 
2t J+2 - kot 2, k2 = 2kot0 2t°Z+! k3 - 2P+l 
k l=  f l+2"  /7+1 ' pP 
All conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied, and hence, equation (28) is oscillatory. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the differential equation of the form 
[t-1/2 (1 +e- I~( t ) l )x ' ( t ) ] '+t -5 /2x( t )=O,  
Here we take p(s) = s and H(t,  s) = (t - s) 2. Note that 
( !)' lirninf 1 F 1-sl/2 3 ds < ,-~o~ (t - to) 2 Ao  4 
and 
t>to>l .  
liminft__.oo (t - -T )  2 (t - s)2s -3/2 - 12sl/2 3 - ds _> T -U2,  
Setting A(T)  = T -1/2, it is clear that 
T>t0>l .  
(A+(s))V/@-l)  (A+(s))2 ds = l imsup ds = o~. lim sup s -  1/2 , p, s , r ,  s ,U ,p_ l  ~ ds = lim sup 
t--*c~ J to t~c~ 
All conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied, and hence, equation (29) is oscillatory. 
69 
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3. ASYMPTOTICS  FOR FORCED EQUATIONS 
In this section, we discuss the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the forced equation 
[r(t)~(x(t))~ (x'(t))]' + cit)qa(x(t)) = e(t), t > to, (30) 
where r(t), ¢ E C(R, •), ~(s), and c(t) are defined as in equation (1), and e(t) 6 C([to, oo),~). 
THEOREM 5. Let functions H, h, and p s~tisfy Conditions (i)-(ii1) in Theorem 1. If (2) holds 
and 
lira sup 1 f l  t -~  g(t,  to) -or H(t,s)p(s)[e(s)[ds < c~, (31) 
then every solution x(t) of equation (30) satisfies liminft_.~ Ix(t)] = 0. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a solution of equation (30) and suppose by contradiction that 
liminf Ix(t)l > 0, 
t---*C~ 
so x(t) is nonoscillatory. Without loss of generality, we may assume that x(t) # 0 on [To, oo) for 
some sufficiently large To > to. Define w(t) as in (3), then differentiating (3) and making use 
of (30), it follows that 
w'(t) = -p(t)e(t) + ~o(t) - (I)- 1) Iwit)l'/(P-1) p(t)e(t) 
(~p(t)r(t))l/(p-1) t-ix(t)lp_2x(t ) 
d( t ) . ,  I~o(t)l p/(p-1) p(t)le(t)l 
< -p(t)c(t) + -~wkr  ) - (p - 1) 4- - -  
- (TPit)r(t))l/(p-1) I~(P -1) , 
for all t >_ To, where fl = inft>_To txit)l > 0. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can obtain 
that for all t _> To, 
' ~/p(s)r(s)lh(t,s)lP] ds 
1/'o < H(t, to)lw(To)l + ~ H(t, s)p(s)le(s)[ ds. 
It follows that 
i [H(t, s)p(s)c(s)- ~p(s)r(s)[h(t,s)[P] ds 
pPH(p-1)(t,s) J 
To ds 
f;o 
<_ H(t, to) o(s)lcis)l ds 
+ H(t, to)l~o(To)l + ~ H(t, s)O(s)le(s)l ds. 
Therefore, by (31), 
t--,¢~ Hit, to) Hit 's)p(s)cis)-  7P(s)ris)[h(t's)lPpPH(P -1)it, s) ds 
£ <_ p(s)lc(s)l ds + [w(To)l 
+ ~ limsup H(t, s)p(s)le(s)l ds < oo, 
~t,-1) t -~oo H(t, to) 
which contradicts (2). 
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This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the nonlinear differential equation of the form 
2 3- x2(t) ] '  2 t -4  
t~ + x2(t ) ]x'(t)12x'(t) + t-21x(t)[2x(t) = 5t -~ 2t2 + 1 
t 2 + 1 (t 2 + 1) 2 
A_ -5 
m i t (32) 
where t >__ to > 1. 
Taking p(t) = t 2 and H(t,  s) = (t - s) 4, then we obta in 
1 t p'(s) p 
1 ~ i{ ( t - -S )4 - - -~S3 (6 - -2~)4}  ds= limsup 
>l imsup 1 / t i{  1 -1 } - -  t - *¢~ t-4 ( t  - -  S)  4 - -  ~S  (3S  - -  t) 4 ds = oc. 
On the other hand, 
lim sup 1 ~i H(t, to) H(t' s)p(s)le(s)] ds 
1 f*i 5s-6 2s2 3. 1 2s -4 s- 5 
= limsuPt_.+c~ t-4 (t -- 8)482 S 2 + 1 (S 2 + 1) 2 + ds 
< limsup 1 ft  ( (5s -42s2-+1 2s -2 ) 
- t--,c¢ ~ (t - s) 4 ~ s 2 -4- 1 3. (s 2 -4- 1) - - - - - - -~ 3. s-3 ds < co. 
Thus, by Theorem 5, we conclude that every solution x(t) of equation (32) satisfies lira inft-~oo 
Ix(t)[ -- 0. Observe that x(t) = t -1 is a such a solution. 
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